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[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Bin Song]  
 
[00:00]   
 

ខP Q ំមកយកែដកសV&ប់ពត់អងX Yច។ សV&ប់ពត់ទូកអងX Yច! េដ_ម`ីពត់bន 
ខP Q ំVតcវ&នែដកសV&ប់ពុត។  
I am going to get the tool for bending.  For bending the body of the 
Angkuoch! To bend it, I have to have the tool for bending.  

 
[00:17]  
 
rយកពីកែនsងt?  
Where are you getting it from?  
 

ខP Q ំមកយកេដ_ម`ីបwx ញVក zមV*វV{វVបវតិ1*}ស1 របស់ែខ� រ។ ពីេដ_មែខ� រ&នអី? 
&នអ� ីសV&ប់ស&� ល់? អ�� ឹង ែខ� រ&នអងX Yច �បុីដងែវង ខ� Qយ Vសៃល 
ពិណ�ទ�...ល...។  �ងំអស់េនះ{របស់ែខ� រ។  
I’m getting it to show to the Khmer history research team. What Cambodians 
used to have before, and tool to prove it… so Cambodia has the Angkuoch, 
Chapey Dong Veng, Srolai, Pinn Peat and others [musical instruments]. These 
belong to Cambodia.  

 
[00:48]  
 
rយកែដកពីកែនsងt? 
Where are you getting the tool from?  
 

ខP Q ំមកយកពីេ�ងរបស់ខP Q ំ។ �{េ�ងេ�ែVស។ េ�ែVស! 
របស់របរខP Q ំទុក�ក់េ�ទីេនះឯង!  
I’ve come to take it from my hut. It is a hut in the rice field. In the rice field! I 
keep all my stuff here.  

 
ពីមុនr�s ប់េ�ផ�ះេនះ?  
Did you live here before?  
 

ផ�ះេនះេទ_បែតេធ� _bនបី # ំ។ bនបី # ំ!  
This house was built three years ago. Just three years.  

 
ផ�ះេនះស¢ ិតេ�ក£ Qងភូមិអ� ី? 
Where is it located?  
 

�ស¢ ិតេ�ក£ QងភូមិVពះេ¥ថ�ីែដរ ែត�ស¢ ិតេ�កែនsង�ល។  
It is located in Preah Kor Thmey [village] too, yet it is in the field.  

 
[01:23]  
 
rVbប់© rមកយកែដកេªពុតអងX Yច? េត_r«ចបwx ញែដកបន1 ិចbនឬេទ?  
You told us that you came to get the tool to bend the Angkuoch? Could you please 
show it to us?  
 

bទ! េនះ{ែដកសV&ប់ពុតអងX Yច។ េនះ{Vបេ®ងសV&ប់ពុត។ េប_�អត់Vបេ®ង 
�ពុតមិនេក_តេទ។ ខP Q ំ&នរបស់េនះ េ�យ*រខP Q ំ{អ#កេធ� _។ េប_អត់ ខP Q ំក៏&នែដរ។  



Yes! it is a tool for bending the Angkuoch. This is a hole that I can put [the 
metal] into before bending it. If there were no hole, I could not bend with this 
tool. I have this tool because I used to be an Angkuoch maker. If I weren’t, I 
would not have this [tool].  

 
[01:44] 
 
rbនែដកេនះមកពីt?  
Where did you get this tool from?  
 

ខP Q ំbនែដកេនះយូរtស់េហ_យ។ ខP Q ំbនមកពីមនុស±&# ក់ែដលខូច²ន 
េហ_យខP Q ំសំុរបស់េនះពីេគ។ ខP Q ំសំុេគមកទុកសV&ប់េVប_Vbស់។  
I have had this tool for a long time. I got it from a person whose car was 
broken. I asked him for this tool so then I could use it afterward.  

 
េត_rៃច#ែដកេនះេ�យខ� Yនឯងែដរឬេទ? 
Did you invent this tool by yourself?  
 

ខP Q ំែកៃច#ខ� Yនឯងមិនេក_តេទ េ�យ*រ�{េVគ´ងចVករបស់េគ។   
I could not invent this because it is a machine-made product.  

 
េហតុអ� ីbន{rដងឹ© �ពត់អងX Yចេក_ត?  
How did you know that it could be used for Angkuoch bending?  
 

ខP Q ំេឃ_ញ�&នVបេ®ង។ េពលែដល&នVបេ®ង ខP Q ំដឹង©�«ចពត់bន។ 
េពលែដលអត់&នVបេ®ង �ពត់មិនេក_តេទ។ [េស_ច...!]  
I saw it had holes. Since it had holes, I knew that it could use to bend [metal]. If 
it did not have holes, it couldn’t be used to bend. [Laughs…]  

 
[2:25 – END] 


